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-------------- DiaporamaCenter is a free software for digital signage for small business that allow you to create your own
personalized and interactive screens with: -~ Multimedia without performance issues: you will always have a good quality with
your display systems. -~ A visualization of information: these screens is very useful to read your advertising content, or to
display an interesting news or information that you want. -~ A management of your screens: you will manage your present and
future videos using a scheduler, and you can send messages to them using a simple API. -~ Video players: you can set and
manage your players on each single screen. You can use your screen to play movie files or the stream of video coming from
your web server. -~ Receivers: when a new message arrives, you can give the opportunity to each of your screens to play a little
video. -~ The perfect tool for small business: you can have all your display devices in a single software, where you have a
display manager and a configuration file for each of your screen. -~ Video player could be managed from a web browser: you
will be able to have full control of your player from any where on the web, even from the social networks. -~ Integration with
external systems: your data can be integrated on a database, and you can retrieve it and insert information on the screens.
-~.New feature in DiaporamaCenter: you can create an app using the API, to integrate it to other system, to use it as an external
player or other use case. DiaporamaCenter API Explanation : -------------------------- DiaporamaCenter API allows you to send
messages to the screens, to visualize the data coming from a web server, and to play the content streamed from the server, with
out the need of using a special player. You can play video from a file, from a stream, from a video player, from a screen, from a
file or from a player. Let´s explain more about it : · Playing videos with an API : video files can be played or streamed by the
API · Playing videos with a web server : you can have an application that will retrieve the content from a web server, and play it
on a client. In this case, the server only need to handle the messages. It can be a message from his screen to external systems, or
some other usage · Sending messages : a message can be message from the
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*Display and schedule information with a scheduler. *Display information dynamically using local or remote data. *Remotely
control devices from the application. *Import PDF, HTML, Excel, PowerPoint and Images (JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG). *Display
several images on screen simultaneously. *Display advertisements and branding in windows. *Add advertising to your
presentations or videos. *Display an interactive advertisement. *Export the schedule to the calendar. *Export schedule to HTML
for websites. *Export the schedule to text or XML for e-mail distribution. *Export the schedule to EXCEL for better
management. *Save, edit and read the schedules. *Access your schedule in the agenda (events). *Take a picture of the screen to
send it to a remote device, receiving their messages. *Save a picture from a webcam, re-using it to a new presentation. *Use a
timer and schedule the display of the information as needed. *Use a remote control application to control your screens.
DiaporamaCenter API: *HTML: [ *Excel: [ *PDF: [ *PowerPoint: [ *JPG / BMP / GIF / PNG: [ *HTML / Excel / PowerPoint
/ PNG / JPG / BMP / GIF: [ 09e8f5149f
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*** Configuration Setup *** - a computer that runs DiaporamaCenter - a local or a remote database (SQL Server 2008) -
Access 2010 for the local database setup. - DiaporamaCenter is connected to Access via ODBC (e.g. "Microsoft Access Driver
(*.mdb; *.accdb; *.dbase; *.dbf; *.stm))" - DiaporamaCenter is accessible from another computer via TCP/IP *** Presentation
Format *** - SQL View - Access Form - CSV View -.MP3 format - remote databases (SQL Server) are supported (via ODBC)
-.ICS format - PICTURE (E-mail attachment) - ZIP (E-mail attachment) - GIF (E-mail attachment) *** Accounting *** -
Word (F-30) - Excel (F-30) - CD (F-30) *** HTTP Streaming *** - 1 frame per second at the moment - HTTP Streaming is
useful to download data from remote servers (web pages). DiaporamaCenter Features: - Multi-screen, multi-screen presentation
- editable and rich content - scheduled (automatic) presentation - transparent backgrounds - automatic update - all messages are
embedded in the presentation - remote databases (SQL Server) can be used - automatic if they are on the same computer -
remote databases can be accessed by other computers - remote databases can be accessed from a web page - almost all
commonly used file formats are supported:.MP3,.ICS,.PIC,.MOV,.JPG,.PNG,.ZIP - only.gif is missing - display time settings
per display device (e.g. "expiration of a banner after half an hour on a display device with "16:9" ratio") - end of running display
devices are automatically printed - display messages, or other information in a form - built-in content servers (SQL Server and
Apache) - add a web page to the presentation - add an image (JPEG) - add an attachment (PICTURE) - set content inside a form
- set up a form without content or data

What's New In DiaporamaCenter?

* install and configure multiple (from 1 to 8) displays (LCD, rear projection, projector) * create a schedule, where programs
can be displayed on one or several displays at the same time, in a loop, or you can also display programs and data specific to
each display (viewers can specify which program is shown on each display when it is launched). * Import content from external
sources such as: local databases, FTP or RSS feeds, and read web content with the built-in news feed reader * Design a detailed
manual for each display, set the power requirements and schedule * Integrate the software with d-Link DGL-5000J,
DGL-5000L and DGL-5020DG, DGL-5110DG ProSploit Vendor: C-Seed License: Demo Price: $795.00 Software
Description: ProSploit is a collection of exploits and hacking tools, designed to help professional and amateur security
professionals and ethical hackers test their skills on vulnerable systems. It includes both offensive and defensive tools, as well as
many different types of exploits. ProSploit runs on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. ProSploit consists of two parts: those for
skillful attackers, and those for users simply in need of an environment to build an exploit. The former include Windows
systems, available in a number of categories. Each category includes many distinct exploits. Users can also build their own, in
order to test out their skills and capabilities. Key features include: Windows exploits: Microsoft Office and Internet Explorer
0-day exploits, for day-to-day attacks and pen-testing. Many DOS systems or tools: from a virtual DOS system to IRQ-reducing
and information-stealing exploits. Mac OS X systems. Linux systems. Network tools: in particular, many exploits for the Linux
stack. Many password dictionaries are also included. User databases: both English and French dictionaries. Password databases.
In some cases, the challenge is to decide what to exploit. That is why a ProSploit user's toolkit offers many categories, each with
a customisable list of exploits. There are attacks for USB devices, corporate firewalls, and much more. Corporate firewall
attacks: Many exploits targeting corporate
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 / Vista Mac OS X 10.7+ 1.2.5 requires Windows 7 or Vista and any of the following: Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon
64 Processors or equivalent. 1.2.2 requires Windows 7 or Vista and any of the following: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent AMD
Athlon X2 Quad core or equivalent 1.2.0 requires Windows 7 or Vista and any of the following: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent
AMD Athlon X2 Quad core or equivalent 1.1.1
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